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Lightweight is the name of the game with the ‘Lite-r Than Air’ Wheeled Overnighter / Carry-On by 
Kenneth Cole. Travel is stressful enough without having to carry around heavy luggage. With this in 
mind Kenneth Cole has designed a sleek, lightweight carry-on to ease the stress of travel without 
having to sacrifice style or durability. Durable 1680D ballistic polyester exterior. 

Lightweight construction is up to 30% lighter. Front compartment includes garment restraints and 
a full length zippered wet pocket. Rear compartment has full length zippered wet pocket. Three 
open top pockets. Front gusset pocket with toiletries organizer. Two open pockets and a full length 
mesh zipper pocket. Retractable, locking handle and in-line skate wheels. Business card sized I.D. 
tag on rear exterior. 

Dimensions: 13”” H x 17”” W x 7”” D. 

 Dooney & Bourke Signature Medium Wristlet – Brown

Nautica Men’s Trifold Wallet - Black

 Brookstone Dash Rolling Hardside Carry-On

Accessories

Item code  Reward Credits
UK08Q BN  5,700  
A versatile little pouch by Dooney & Bourke that’s great on its own or inside a larger bag. This bag has 
cotton jacquard fabric with leather trim. Features a detachable wrist strap, zip closure, and contrast 
lining. 

Dimensions: 5-1/4” W x 4” H x 1/2” D.

Item code Reward Credits
166038  5,850 
 Leather tri-fold wallet with room for six credit cards. ID window, clear pockets for 
pictures or credit cards and single currency pocket with hidden slip pocket.

 Dash carry-on rolls and spins to keep you moving! Dash is the carry-on that keeps up with you, 
switches direction on the fly, and holds enough stuff to make quick trips a no-brainer-all in a 
tough little hard side that treats your clothes like precious cargo. Four multi-directional wheels 
spin, pivot and scoot to keep pace with quick changes and  sudden stops. 

Super-tough, hard side construction protects your belongings. Ultra-light, carry-on size weighs 
less than 8 lbs. Interior straps and a zippered panel keep everything in place. Easy-grip telescoping 
handle plus top and side handles. 

Dimensions: 13” w x 8” d x 19” h. 

 Ray Ban sunglasses for women and men. Silver frame. Beige, silver gradient mirror 
lenses, colour 003/8Z. 63mm size. Drop shaped, metal frame, with organic plastic lenses.

Item code  Reward Credits
580738  10,000

Item code  Reward Credits
RB3293-003_8Z  13,000

Item code Reward Credits
579575 15,000

Ray Ban Updated Round Aviator Sunglasses

Kenneth Cole Lite Altitude Black Wheeled  
overnight/carry on luggage
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Accessories

Item code  Reward Credits
QU245 BL 15,800

 Dooney & Bourke Credit Card  Wallet - Black

 Two bill compartments. License window. Six credit card slots. Coin compartment.

Dimensions: L 4.75” W 1” H 4.5”.

Item code  Reward Credits
HK20Q BL  17,900 

Dooney & Bourke Signature Barrel Bag - Black

Item code Reward Credits
579565 20,000

Two inside pockets. Two inside zip pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Strap 
drop length: 9.5”. Zipper closure. 

Dimensions: L 11” W 5.5” H 5.25”.

Travel is stressful enough without having to carry around heavy luggage. The ‘Guiding Lite’ 25” 

Expandable Wheeled Upright Carry-On by Kenneth Cole is the perfect solution. The ballistic polyester 

and durable yet lightweight frame coupled with the retractable handle and inline skate wheels make 

this a very comfortable piece of luggage. Durable 1680 ballistic exterior. Innovative lightweight 

construction is up to 30% lighter. Lid expands allowing more room in garment section. Large fully 

lined interior features garment restraints, removable zippered wet pocket, and 2 zippered pockets. 

Lid includes a full length zippered mesh pocket. Removable folding garment sleeve. 2 gusseted front 

pockets for added storage space. Extra strap allows a second bag to also be wheeled. Business card 

sized I.D. tag on rear exterior wall. 

Dimensions: 25”” H x 17.5”” W x 10-12”” D. 

Kenneth Cole Lite Altitude Black 25” Upright Wheeled Luggage

WomenMen 

Women Item code Reward Credits
AC6W-001 20,000

Men Item code  Reward Credits
A193-002 20,000  

After years as The North Face’s top-selling fleece, the Denali Jacket now 

comes in both standard and recycled 300-weight Polartec fleece fabric. The 

North Face uses abrasion-resistant 2-ply nylon on the shoulders to add wind 

resistance and reduce wear from backpack straps. This renowned fleece takes 

on a day in the mountains as easy as a trip downtown. 

Available in both men’s and women’s small, medium, large and extra large.

North Face Denali Jacket
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Item code  Reward Credits
2375 6,500

The “Take It Anywhere” Camera In these days of “super sizing,” it’s a nice change to see the Mini 
Digital Camera that is small enough to fit in your pocket or purse! Clip it to your backpack, belt 
loop or keychain! Stores up to 64 images. Software and USB cable included. Features digital video 
recorder, web cam and automatic shut-off. 2.4”W x 1.65”H x .75”D. Powered by one AAA battery 
(not included). Cute gift for just about anyone on your list and get one for yourself, too!

Item code Reward Credits
BT3010 7,100

The Jabra Bluetooth headset not only gives you the freedom to change the 
way things look, it also changes your view of hands-free communication. 
Comes in a stylish in-the-ear wearing style with an optional ear-hook for 
added comfort.

Item code Reward Credits
WXI2077 8,500 

With its waterproof casing and floating cordless handset, this submersible cordless phone gives you 
the mobility you need to stay in touch with friends and family. Outside the house, next to the pool, 
in the garage or next to the kitchen sink, you’ll never need to be out of touch. Up to 12 hours of talk 
time and 10 day standby. NiMH battery included. 

Item code Reward Credits
A5650  8,500

This innovative Green Bean digital camera captures images at up to 5.0 mega pixels and can 
be clipped easily to a bag or backpack. Its rubberized grip makes it durable and easy to handle. 
Includes USB cable and AC adapter and wristband. 32MB internal memory with secure digital 
memory slot. 4x digital zoom, 1.5” LCD panel, digital image stabilization, auto focus, white balance 
controls, special photo effects, and movie mode. Memory card not included.

Mini Digital Camera

Jabra Bluetooth Headset

Uniden DECT 6.0 CID Waterproof Cordless Phone-IFT

Argus Green Bean 5.0 MP Digital Camera - Green

Electronics
Item code Reward Credits
CXCD114 3,500 

Coby Electronics is a manufacturer of quality consumer electronics products designed to deliver 
outstanding performance for value conscious consumers who do not compromise on product 
performance. Coby incorporates new designs with innovative technologies to produce great looking 
and great performing consumer electronics products.

Coby CD Player - Silver

 Product Features:
• Programmable Track Memory • 1-Bit D/A Converter 
• Digital LCD Display • Skip, Search, Play/Pause, Random, Repeat • Key Hold Function 
• DBBS-Digital Bass Boost Sound System • Automatic Power Off 
• DC 4.5V AC/DC Adapter Jack • 3.5mm Headphone Jack 
• Requires 2 X AA Batteries (Not Included) 
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Item code Reward Credits
JXM89 8,900
Includes audio CD player and a rope for hanging. Runs on 1 x 9V battery and 6 x C batteries 
(batteries not included) as well as an AC Adaptor (not included). 

Features: 
•Splash-proof design with circular mirror 
•Self-contained for portability 
•Supports Repeat, Random, and Intro functions 
•Programmable memory for 20 audio CD tracks 
•Liquid crystal display (LCD) for CD playback 

Item code  Reward Credits
L16700-2/wxvp 9,800

Tackle the great outdoors with the added security of the LI67002WXVP two-way radios. Discuss your 
coordinates and the conditions with others up to 22 miles away with 22 channels and UHF/FM ultra-
clear long-distance reception. A 10-channel NOAA all-hazards radio allows you to stay ahead of the 
elements. Three VOX sensitivity levels provide hands-free operation, and VibrAlert silent paging lets you 
know when someone is trying to get through without unwanted noise. 

The included rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, two-port desktop charger, and selectable power levels 
allow you to remain charged on-or off-the trail. 142 Privacy Codes, VibrAlert®, Battery Saver, Scan, 
Water Resistant, Auto Squelch, Range Extender.

Item code Reward Credits
HM600D 10,000

 Features Include: 
• DVD Player 
• Single-Disc Player 

Item code Reward Credits
44435 12,500

Enjoy high-quality, comfortable in-ear headphones engineered and developed by the most respected 
name in sound. Bose in-ear headphones are the only earbud-style headphones that deliver the rich audio 
and comfortable design you’ve come to expect from Bose. These headphones incorporate proprietary 
TriPort® acoustic headphone structure for greater low-frequency output from a small headphone. This 
technology helps create more balanced, lifelike sound. You hear your music with more range, realism and 
clarity than commonly found with conventional earbuds. Removable small, medium and large ear tips 
are included, so you can adjust the size for a more accurate fit.

The washable tips are colour coded to make it easier to distinguish among them. Bose in-ear headphones 
are engineered specifically for portable audio devices like MP3 players, and CD and DVD players. They 
come with a small carrying case that protects the headphones when not in use.

jWin Splash Proof CD Player w/ AM/FM Radio

Cobra GMRS/FRS Radios w/22 Mile Range

Licensed Electronics Hannah Montana DVD Player

•Playable Media: Audio CD (CD-R / CD-RW) 
•AM / FM stereo radio 
•Built-in speakers 
•Extendable, multi-angle stand

• Plays DVD+R/RWs 
• NTSC 

• Dolby Digital Decoder 
• Video Features: Multi-Angle Selection 

Item code Reward Credits
14362GM 14,500

 It’s portable power in your pocket. This essential device charges in a standard wall socket, then 
travels with you carrying enough power to recharge your phone up to five times – or jump-start MP3 
players, PDAs and other electronic devices.

Tumi Mobile Power Pack

Bose® In-Ear Headphones

Electronics
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Item code Reward Credits
JXM89 8,900

Item code Reward Credits
iH9B6R 15,000
Features include: 
•Wake to custom playlist • Adjustable snooze • High contrast display 
•Easy to use interface   • Includes an AC adapter • QMP3/CD Patch Cord
• Remote with iPod Navigation 

Item code Reward Credits
EZ200 15,400

Whether at school, on vacation, a child’s basketball game or just a simple backyard barbeque, this 
easy-to-use digital camcorder is ready whenever and wherever you are. Lets you record up to 30 minutes 
in high quality or up to 2 hours in web-share quality. Camcorder features a 1.5” LCD flip-out display, 
USB port, and MicroSD memory card slot (SD memory card not included), comes with 1 GB of internal 
memory. Also includes 2 AA batteries, TV/AV output cables, carry pouch and wrist strap.

Item code Reward Credits
26103  21,000

Nikon S210 Digital Camera

Functional beauty in an alluringly slim body. Packing sophisticated style, advanced functions and high 
performance into its ultra-slim design, the Coolpix S210 fits comfortably in the hand and simplifies 
operation. Sleek, compact, Nikon Coolpix S210 is set to deliver still and movie images that it stores on 
SD and SDHC memory cards (no memory cards included). Transfer images to PC and Macintosh or print 
directly on a PictBridge compatible printer. It’s a serious camera that’s fun to use and own!

Item code Reward Credits
980-0054-001 27,200

Magellan RoadMate 1200 GPS

 MAGELLAN RoadMate 1200 3.5 Inch Auto Navigation 
Affordable and pocket sized, full function personal auto navigation. The sleek design features a 3.5” full 
colour touch screen. The latest amazingly easy to use interface enables you to locate virtually anywhere in 
seconds without reading the instructions. Anti-Glare Touch Display. 1.3 Million POIs. Quick Spell Searches: 
Checks Spelling When Entering Addresses. Smart Detour prompts drivers to re-route around heavy/stalled 
traffic. 12 Channels.

Item code Reward Credits
BTM630 28,500

Features Include: 
•Playback mobile phone and PC music via Bluetooth technology 
•Built-in microphone and speakers for hands-free mobile calls 
•Auto switch between telephone calls and music playback 
•Built-in dock to play and charge iPod 
•USB Direct and SD™/MMC card slots for MP3/WMA playback 
•1-touch MP3 digital recording in 2x speed 
•30 watt RMS total output power 
•Dynamic Bass Boost for deep and dramatic bass 
•Digital Sound Control for optimized music settings 
•Weight: 7.65 lbs

IHOME2GO Dual Alarm Clock Radio For iPod

RCA Small Wonder Digital Camcorder 1GB

Philips Bluetooth iPod Stereo

iPod not included.

Item code Reward Credits
14362GM 14,500

Full Manufacturer Warranty.  iPod not included

Electronics
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Item code Reward Credits
DSSK 30,000
It’s a whole new world of game play with the Nintendo DS handheld video game system. This system 
includes unique features, including built-in wireless communication, dual screens, dual game slots 
and touch screen capabilities. You’ll enjoy the ultimate gaming experience on this feature packed 
system. Act now and this offer comes with a Pokeman game (NO CHOICE OF GAME). Game software 
subject to change and availability.

Item code Reward Credits
118325 32,000 

Bushnell has combined the high magnification and powerful performance of a binocular with the 
advanced technical wizardry of a compact digital camera, giving you the option to capture and save 
any sight you experience. A good binocular can enhance your view; Image View binoculars will do 
the same for your memories. The Image View is ideal for sports fans, outdoor enthusiasts, adventure 
travelers, anyone with a desire to view and record whatever experiences come their way.

Item code Reward Credits
LC15SH7U  44,700

 Sharp’s 4:3 LC15SH7U LCD TVs provide a slim, versatile television solution with a black 
sleek and stylish design. The LC15SH7U features a high-performance LCD panel for high 
brightness, a high contrast ratio; low reflection glares protection and includes ATSC/NTSC 
tuners to receive digital and analog off-air broadcasts. The LC15SH7U is compatible with a 
wide range of mounting brackets.

Item code Reward Credits
BDPS350 55,000

 The Sony BDP-S350 plays the next-generation Blu-ray format, giving you 
movies in high definition. Not only does Blu-ray give you a better video 
experience, but also includes interactive features such as picture-in-picture 
viewing, where you can operate the Blu-ray disc’s menu in a separate frame 
while watching the movie.  

Nintendo DS Bundle with 17 in 1 accessory kit

Bushnell Instant Replay 8x30 Roof Prism 
Binocular with 5MP Digital Still Camera

Sharp 15” LCD TV

Sony Blu-Ray Player

Item code Reward Credits
DCRSR85 75,000

Sony 60GB Handycam Camcorder

• 1 megapixel 1/6" Advanced HAD CCD Imager sensor
• 60GB hard disk drive
• 25x Optical Zoom and 2000x Digital Zoom
• Professional-quality Carl Zeiss® Vario-Tessar® lens

You’ll never miss a moment because of switching tapes or discs with the DCR-SR85. It’s 
built-in 60GB hard disk drive offers plenty of storage as you zero in on your subjects with the 
professional-quality Carl Zeiss® Vario-Tessar® lens and a powerful 25x optical/2000x digital 
zoom. Compose shots using the 2.7" wide (16:9) touch panel LCD display, and maintain total 
control and clarity with the Super SteadyShot® image stabilization system. Hybrid recording 
technology even gives you the choice to record video to either the internal hard disk drive or 
removable Memory Stick PRO Duo™ media. Pro Duo memory stick not included.

• 2.7" wide (16:9) hybrid touch panel LCD
• Hybrid Plus recording w/ Memory Stick PRO Duo™ Media
• Super SteadyShot® optical image stabilization
• Super NightShot® Plus technology

•  Easy Handycam button 
simplifies operation

• Built-in Zoom Microphone
• Quick On button

1080p up conversion: You can also watch your standard DVDs, but 
at an up converted rate. The DVD’s resolution, when viewed with 
a proper HDTV, is increased to 1080p. The end result is a near high 
definition viewing experience greater than you had before. 

Electronics
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Item code Reward Credits
118325 32,000 

Item code Reward Credits
DCRSR85 75,000

Item code Reward Credits
SCBT100 110,000

Take your favorite movies to the next level with the Panasonic full-HD Blu-ray Disc 
home theater system. Blu-ray discs give you superior sound, stunning HD-quality 
images, and exciting new interactive capabilities like Final Standard Profi le for 
enhanced commentary, audio mixing and picture-in-picture features previously 
unthinkable in the DVD format. With Blu-ray, you’ll never have to leave the couch 
for a big-screen quality movie experience. 

Includes a Kelton Subwoofer, Bamboo Diaphragm Center Speaker, Whisper Mode 
Surround, iPod Dock, See iPod Music Menu on TV, iPod Video, Apple TV / STB Ready, 
1080p output (HDMI), Seamless GUI with EZ-Sync, 5.1 channel wireless surround 
sound, expandable to 7.1 channel wireless surround sound, and SDHC memory 
card slot. iPod and SDHC memory card not included.

Panasonic Wireless Blu-Ray Home Theater System

Item code Reward Credits
VGNNS140E/S 111,000

The 15.4 in. VAIO® NS notebook exemplifi es contemporary style in an easy-to-handle mobile PC. Boasting an 
aesthetic yet functional design, it will turn heads with its unpretentious charm. Enjoy superior performance 
with an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor. Video chat with friends and family with the built-in web cam. And get 
things done with loads of RAM and ample storage. With its good looks and tools like these, the VAIO® NS is a 
great PC for all your day-to-day computing endeavors.

Item code Reward Credits
TH42PX80U 130,000
Panasonics TH42PX80U gives you 42 spectacular inches (diagonally) of high defi nition 
television, and includes a built-in NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner, side-fi ring speakers, an anti-
refl ective fi lter, and three HDMI (1080p) connections. The plasma panel delivers 1024 x 768 
pixel native resolution, and up to a 15,000:1 contrast ratio. There’s even an SD memory card 
slot JPEG photo viewer and free Gallery Player software. SD card not included.

This fl at-panel LCD television has a 32” screen, measured diagonally from corner to corner. This screen 
size is perfect for viewing from 3.8’ to 7.6’ away. A 720p resolution means that this television has 720 
rows of pixels vertically. The more pixels a TV has, the clearer the images it can produce. The p stands 
for progressive scan, which means the TV refreshes every row of pixels during each cycle to produce 
smoother motion and sharper picture than interlaced scan. TV has an iPod Dock. Included 4GB Nano.

Item code Reward Credits
MAS5433250K 153,000

$50 Item code Reward Credits
SM50 5,500 

$25 Item code Reward Credits
SM25 3,000

$100 Item Code Reward Credits
SM100 10,500

Sony Notebook Computer

Panasonic 42” Plasma HDTV (720P)

JVC 32” LCD TV w/iPod Dock & 4GB Nano

SkyMall $25, $50 & 100 Gift  Cards

For the coolest stuff  on the planet. SkyMall has one stop shopping for just about everyone. With over 7,000 unique and 
innovative gift ideas and dozens of major brands to choose from, fi nding the gift you are looking for has never been so 
convenient. Home, garden, electronics, gadgets, toys and much more – SkyMall puts them all at your fi ngertips.

Electronics

Gift Cards
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Item code Reward Credits
4181945 4,300

Top Rated Moderately Priced Corkscrew New and improved! The sleek, ergonomic chrome design is die-cast 
and zinc-plated to provide the extra weight needed for better leverage. Lift the top handle up and over, place 
the corkscrew over the top of the bottle on top of the cork, grip the handles and pull the top handle back, then 
lift the top handle up and over again and out comes your cork. Strong, non-stick coated screw. Set includes 
corkscrew, foil cutter, wax remover and a display base that doubles as a wine bottle coaster.

Item code Reward Credits
14200 5,700

 Retro-Style Iron. Hamilton’s classic metal iron is updated with modern features. It has an automatic 
shutoff, powerful steam, spray and blast features and a nonstick soleplate for easy ironing.

Item code Reward Credits
S1120 6,300

The 7.2 volts of cordless power in a lightweight design allows 
you to quickly and easily clean those daily messes. It also comes 
with Wet/Dry technology providing the ability to pick up not only 
dry spills but also wet ones. While the bagless technology makes 
disposal a breeze. It comes equipped with a wall mountable 
charging stand for convenient storage and charging. The Hoover 
Wet Dry Hand Vac makes cleaning easy.

Drink in style with Anchor Hocking’s 8 piece Grand 
Pilsner glass set. Glasses hold 15 oz.

Item code Reward Credits
AW131 7,100

We’ll let you know when your BBQ is ready from a football field away! No need to wait by the grill to find 
out when dinner is ready—this wireless thermometer verbally alerts you when the meat has reached 
the perfect temperature. Program your choice of eight entrées - choose the doneness desired and you’re 
good to grill. Speaks in five different languages, has four verbal and audio alert options to let you know 
the status of your meal—almost ready - ready - overcooked - and out-of-range. Stainless steel probe 
detaches from sensor for easy cleaning. Low battery indicator.

Wine Enthusiast QuickSilver Deluxe  
Lever Style Corkscrew 4 Piece Gift Set

Hamilton Beach Steam Storm Iron

Hoover Wet/dry HandVac

Oregon Scientific Talking Wireless BBQ Thermometer

Item code Reward Credits
7110XL  8,500

Norelco Shaver

Home/Kitchen

Features Include: 
Full One Year Warranty. Electrical: 
3-cell rechargeable NiCad battery, see-
through 8 liquid oz. cup, wide nozzle 
opening, and high impact thermoplastic 
construction. 

 Norelco Philips the Worlds Closest Rotary Shave 
Superior Lift & Cut System; Dual blade system. First blade lifts, second blade cuts for a comfortable close shave. Washable 
shaver. The water resistant shaver can be easily rinsed under the tap. Patented Reflex Action System  automatically adjusts to 
every curve of your face and neck for flexible, smoother shaving. Individually floating heads align the razor sharp blades closer 
to your skin for exceptional closeness. 

Spring released pop-up trimmer full width, pop-up trimmer is perfect for grooming sideburns and moustache. Precision 
Cutting System with ultra thin heads with slots to shave long hairs and holes to shave the shortest stubble. Operates on a 
rechargeable battery: 10-hour charge for up to 35 minutes of cordless operation.

Item code Reward Credits
AH8PILS 6,500

Anchor Hocking 8pc Grand Pilsner Glassware Set
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Item code Reward Credits
14200 5,700

Item code Reward Credits
S1120 6,300

Item code Reward Credits
B1839 11,100

 This mantel clock offers a distinctive look that will accentuate any home or office décor. Crafted 
from a solid wood case with a walnut finish, the Willits Mantel Clock features a geometric wood 
pendulum. An adaptation of a window from the Ward W. Willits house designed by Frank Lloyd 
Wright (circa 1902-1903), this mantel clock is a prairie-style masterpiece! 13” H x 8” W x 4” D. 

Bulova Frank Lloyd Mantle Clock

Hamilton Beach Dual Wave Versatile Blender 

Senseo Coffeemaker with Innovative 
Single Cup Brewing - Black

Home/Kitchen

Item code Reward Credits
HX5752 13,100

The Philips Sonicare HX5752 Sonic Toothbrush with Quad pacer is the top of the line. The 
Quad pacer helps you give every area of your mouth the complete attention it deserves. 
And an extra brush head means no replacements for a year. It automatically shuts off after 
2 minutes of dental recommended brushing time. Features Easy-start, which lets new users 
acclimate to the Sonicare experience. Extra gentle bristle design. The recharge indicator 
indicates charge level so you know when to re-charge. 

Sonicare Tooth Brush

Item code Reward Credits
52145H 12,000
From top to bottom, the Hamilton Beach Dual Wave Blender is all about versatility and power. 
Versatility because it’s a blender that’s perfect for making drinks for a crowd and then it’s a 
Personal blender that lets you customize and blend two different drinks at once. Power because 
it doubles up with two sets of blades and two motors for a variety of blending and serving 
options. The Dual Wave Blender switches from an 80-ounce jar to dual 16-ounce single serve 
jars with ease. At 80 ounces, the pitcher is double the size of most blender jars, yet its powerful 
dual blades and dual motors (delivering 1000 Watts peak power) are able to blend an entire 
pitcher-full in less than 30 seconds. That means less time blending and more time mingling 
with guests. 

With its convenient dispensing spout in place, drinks are served right into glasses, or for 
traditional pouring; the dishwasher safe spout can be removed and capped off. If all this 
blending power and versatility isn’t enough, the Dual Wave blender is also equipped with a 
high-performing Dual Wave Action system. This ensures that your ingredients are thoroughly 
blended for smooth results and no ice chunks every time. 3 Year Limited Warranty.

Item code Reward Credits
HD7810-65 12,400

Philips Senseo HD7810-65 Single Serve Gourmet Coffee Maker, black designed by Philips, one of the 
worlds largest electronics companies, the SENSEO Coffee Machine brings great taste - in both design 
and coffee - to your kitchen. The patented system uses perfectly balanced proportions of coffee and 
water. Mild pressure and a special spray head produce an optimally balanced coffee filtering process. 
Each cup is perfectly brewed and topped with a rich, frothy coffee layer, quick and easy one touch 
brewing system brews a cup in 30 seconds; convenient, no worry auto shutoff after 1 hour. Clean up 
is simple with dishwasher safe removable parts. 1450 watts of power.

Dimensions: 14.7”L x 10.7”W x 15.2”H. 
2 Year Limited Warranty.
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Item code Reward Credits
2079 17,000
Honeywell Burglary resistant Anti theft drawer safe with digital 
electronic locking system and re-programmable combination. 
This unit is a Re-programmable 3-8 digit combination. .72 cubic ft 
storage capacity. Can be bolted to a drawer, or to the shelf in your 
closet or mudroom. Equipped with emergency manual override 
key, Dual live bolts. Made of heavy gauge steel. 

Item code Reward Credits
B95 40,000

Have you always wanted to have fresh tavern style crisp draught beer right in your own home? Now you 
can with Krups Beer Tender B95 Machine. Its ultra-quiet electronic cooling system keeps beer fresh and 
maintains its ideal drinking temperature for up to 30 days after tapping. This compact beer tap machine 
fits right on any counter top, great for entertaining. The Beer Tender connects through a Patented 
interface, and is currently compatible with Heineken or Heineken Premium Light five-liter Draught Kegs. 

There’s a Digital panel that has a keg volume indicator (shows how much beer is left in the keg), freshness 
day indicator, and temperature control (choose from 3 ideal temperature settings: 36, 39, and 42 
degrees). The illuminated panel also displays the actual temperature of the Draught Keg, with a ready to 
drink icon. Enjoy chilled, perfect tasting beer every time.

Item code  Reward Credits
ESAM3300 98,000

 Capable of preparing espresso, coffee, cappuccino, latte drinks, and more, this super 
automatic machine features a unique beans-to brew system that grinds coffee beans 
right before brewing for exceptionally aromatic espresso. The machine makes espresso at 
a consistently ideal temperature because of its new stainless-steel double boiler, which 
provides excellent heat distribution, as well as its instant reheat function, which keeps the 
machine at an ideal temperature, no matter how long the interval between cups.

Honeywell Anti-Theft Top Opening Digital Safe

Krups Beer Tender®

DeLonghi Magnifica Super Automatic Espresso Machine

Home/Kitchen 

Jewelry 

Operates on 4 AA batteries (included). This safe is perfect for those 
items that need protection, yet quick and easy access whether it’s 
cash, a small laptop, small electronic items,  prescriptions, jewels, or 
a personal firearm. Use this safe at work home, college, in your RV or 
boat. Store your wallet, keys or any other item of importance for easy 
access. Mounting hardware included. Inner dimensions are 14” W x 
17.25” D x 5.13” H Limited 5 Year Warranty.

Item code Reward Credits
LB1220 5,000

8mm beads with toggle closure. Silver plated with e-coat for anti-tarnish finish. 
Signature RLL fob at closure. 7” length.

Lauren Ralph Lauren Silver Bead Bracelet

Item code  Reward Credits
SM-70BC 62,000

Cuisinart Metal Stand Mixer

• 1,000-watt stand mixer housed in durable die-cast metal 
•  12 speeds; 7-quart stainless-steel bowl; slow-start and gentle-fold functions 
• 15-minute countdown timer; 3 power outlets; auto shutoff; tilt-back head
• Chef’s whisk, flat mixing paddle, dough hook, and splash guard included 
• Measures 15-1/2 by 11 by 14-1/2 inches
• 3-year warranty / 5-year motor
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Item code  Reward Credits
956720 9,500 
 This Swarovski Pave Circles Pendant is a rhodium plated necklace with double circles in clear 
crystal pave; lobster clasp closure; 2 1/2” extender.

Item code Reward Credits
300166E00CZ 6,500

 Round 2 cttw Cubic Zirconia Solitaire Earrings Gold Setting by Crislu 2 cttw. Round clear cubic 
Zirconia solitaire earrings. Classic and always in style. Fine cubic Zirconia hand set in gold vermeil 
(sterling silver overlaid with gold).

Item code Reward Credits
909103S00CZ 20,000 

Even trained jewelers cannot tell the difference between a Crislu cubic zirconia and a diamond with 
the naked eye! This set is made of fine Cubic Zirconia hand set in sterling silver with a pure platinum 
finish. This elegant 6.75 cttw set includes a pair of triple drop earrings and a triple drop pendant both 
composed of round cut stones. The 16-inch chain is furnished with a 2-inch adorned extender. 

Item code Reward Credits
BANGLE 32,000

A timeless beauty. Five sterling silver bangles secured by three sterling rings.

 Stainless steel case and bracelet. Black dial. Alarm feature. Date 
displays at 3 o’clock position. Scratch resistant sapphire crystal. 
Screw-down crown and caseback. Case diameter 45mm. Quartz 
movement. Water resistant 200 meters (660 feet). 

Crislu Faceted Stud Earrings 2.0cttw - Gold

Crislu Triple drop Pendant & Earring Set

Somers Jewelry 5 & 3 Bangle Bracelet

Item code Reward Credits
WAC111A.BA0850 110,500

Tag Heuer Men’s 40mm Formula One  
Quartz Alarm Watch Stainless Steel Case and Bracelet 

Jewelry 

Item code Reward Credits
900166E00CZ 6,500

Crislu Faceted Stud Earrings 2.0cttw - Silver

Round 2 cttw Cubic Zirconia Solitaire Earrings by Crislu 2 cttw. Round clear cubic Zirconia 
solitaire earrings. Classic and always in style. Fine cubic Zirconia hand set in sterling silver 
finished in pure platinum.

Swarovski Pave Circles Necklace
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Item code Reward Credits
BRC548 230,000

Item code Reward Credits
9040 5,000 

 FAUX LEATHER GAME CUBE PROVIDES FUN FOR THE GAME ROOM! 
Packed inside this clever faux leather game cube are two decks of playing cards, checkers, 
dominoes, poker chips and dice. Flip the lid over to play checkers, and the plastic game pieces 
all stay organized in the 2 stackable trays inside the cube. Cube is 7 ¼” Square. Portable fun for 
anywhere you need some entertainment! 

Item Reward Credits
D4220 15,200 

Includes Master Bristle Dartboard and 6 Quality Brass Darts. Attractive Solid Wood Design With High-
Profile Cabinet Doors. Finger Mitered Joints For Extra Strength and Years Of Continuous Play. Self-Closing 
Hinges With Antique Brass Finish For Secure Door Closure.

Features: 
• Double Dry Erase Scoreboards & Markers For Easy Scoring 
• Convenient Built-In Dart Storage Inside Door Panels 

Item code Reward Credits
22241-D 18,000

Motown - the place where hits were born. The distinct Motown sound of the ‘60s and ‘70s 
was undeniable, crafted from soulful melodies, soothing vocals and a hint of pop. Now, you 
can own a piece of this legacy with The Motown Collection, a compilation of 150 original 
Motown recordings on 10 CDs. Features songs by The Temptations, The Supremes, Stevie 
Wonder, The Jackson 5, Four Tops and many more. Not available in stores!

Item code Reward Credits
73720-9 24,000 

This twenty-incher is the perfect girls first mountain bike. Built on a low profile 
frame for more clearance and featuring a suspension fork to smooth the trail, 
6-speed gears help flatten hills and linear pull MTB brakes for safe stopping; 
power in all conditions complete this quality package. Includes a handlebar 
bag and kickstand.

Lagos Circle Game Diamond Bracelet with Gathers 

Faux Leather Game Cube Set

Escalade Sports Accudart Dart Cabinet Set 

The Motown Collection 10-CD Set

Kawasaki Girls 20” Bike

Item code Reward Credits
MW03M000004  165,000

Modern mechanics and brilliant design meet to create the CSX-36 Day timepiece. One hundred sparkling diamonds 
surround the mother-of-pearl dial. A Swiss chronograph, sub dial for the day of the week, and signature Michele 
crown add the finishing touch. The garnet alligator strap is interchangeable with any 18mm Michele strap.

Michele CSX Ladies Red Garnet Strap 
with White Mother of Pearl Dial

Jewelry

Sports & Leisure

• Carpeted Background Behind Dartboard For Added Protection 
• Includes “Play Darts...Easy As 1, 2, 3” Brochure

Handcrafted in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver, our Circle Game bracelet with over .80 carat total 
weight of diamonds is sure to cause delight. Two rows of Lagos’ signature beading are gathered by 
diamond pave links and secured with a distinctive box clasp. Available in 7-inch length.

The Jewelers Collection 
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Item code Reward Credits
9040 5,000 

Item code Reward Credits
ES0088 24,000 

 There were several fist pumps on this particular weekend. But this one happened on Sunday in the final 
round of the 2008 U.S. Open, and it was the most important one for Tiger Woods because it followed a birdie 
putt on the final hole of regulation that got Woods into an 18-hole playoff the following day. 
Display measures 23” x 26”.

Item code Reward Credits
73620-9 27,000  

 This twenty-incher is the perfect first mountain bike. Built on a low profile frame for more 
clearance and featuring a suspension fork to smooth the trail, 6-speed gears help flatten hills 
and linear pull MTB brakes for safe stopping power in all conditions complete this quality 
package. Includes a handlebar bag and kickstand. 

Item code Reward Credits
61526-9 Ladies 27,100
61026-9 Mens  27,100  

 The cruiser style bike has been popular with leisure bike riders since the 1930s. Polaris 

introduces the IQ Cruiser Bike, combining the traditional cruiser styling, with modern 

mountain bike features. This stylish and comfortable bike features a sturdy steel cruiser 

frame, single speed drive train, spring cushion saddle, and rear coaster brake, making it 

a stylish and comfortable ride. 

Item code Reward Credits
TAYBRNDR 29,500

 The TaylorMade Golf Tour Burner Driver has a dual crown made of steel, and the weighted power-base 
promotes increased distance. The lower and precision-placed center of gravity offers a higher launch angle 
and lower spin, while the Super Fast Technology gives increased swing speed. TP Model has a more open 
face paired with a tour quality shaft. 

Available in: LH Regular 10.5, LH Stiff 9.5, RH Ladies HT, RH Regular 10.5 & RH Stiff 9.5.

Item code Reward Credits
LBJSHOES 100,000 

LeBron James Autographed Nike Zoom LeBron Low III Shoes 
With each new season comes some new slick shoe designs from Nike, including some electrifying versions 
made just for spokesman LeBron James’ shoe line. Recognizing the popularity of the LeBron shoes, Upper 
Deck has gone one step further by getting the Cleveland Cavaliers superstar to autograph different editions

These size 16 (LeBron’s personal size) pair of Nike Zoom LeBron Low IIIs, which feature LeBron’s signature on 
the right shoe, are defined by a cool blue, white, red and gold colour mix. LeBron’s signature is guaranteed 
authentic through Upper Deck Authenticated patented five-step authentication process. Order this unique 
memorabilia item now!

Millionaire Gallery Tiger Woods-2008  
US Open Champion Framed Photo

TaylorMade Burner Driver

LeBron James signed Basketball Shoes

Sports & Leisure

Kawasaki Boys 20” Bike

Polaris 1-Speed Cruiser
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Item code Reward Credits
2354 17,500
WAGAN Power Dome Compact Generator is a multi-purpose emergency power source. It can be used as a 
power source for 110 volt, AC or 12 volt DC applications such as computers, TVs, fax machines, audio, fans, 
electrical tools, etc. It can also start your car engine in an emergency situation! 

Includes portable & rechargeable power 2 AC outlets and 2 DC outlets, 260 PSI air compressor, 600 amp 
cranking power jump-starter, 400 watt inverter - 800 watt surge, charge level indicator, built-in 5 LEDs 
work lights. Inverter has UL approved AC adapter. High grade sealed lead acid battery (maintenance free). 
Weight: 18 lbs. 

Dimensions: 10.5” x 11.5” x 8.5”.

Item code Reward Credits
BP406  51,500
 45.4 cc high output engine features 160 mph air speed and 400 cfm air volume. Variable 
speed trigger throttle for precise speed control. Shoulder pads included for comfort. 
 

Item code Reward Credits
20272 52,000

This 2200 PSI Portable Gas Pressure Washer is engineered for the professional or the do-it-
yourselfer, it makes every job easy. Durable, 10-inch “never-flat” wheels make this model 
easily portable. This model includes a powerful, 30 ft. high pressure hose, allowing you 
to clean hard-to-reach places, and comes with a maintenance-free pump with easy start 
technology, as well as having ProjectPro Nozzle System: a nozzle designed for each project 
type and a stainless steel extension wand.

Specifications: 
• Briggs and Stratton 550 Series engine 
• 5.50 ft-lbs gross torque per SAE J1940 
• 158 cc 
• PSI: 2,200 MAX 
• GPM: 2.2 MAX 
• Weight: 73 lbs. 
• Dimensions: 20.4” H x 22” W x 24.4” D

 Wagan 400W Power Dome Compact Generator 

Poulan Backpack Blower

Tools

Item code Reward Credits
DC4PAKA  67,500

DeWalt Tool Kit

DC759 18V 1/2” compact drill/driver with 450 in.-lbs. of maximum torque. 

DW936 18V trim saw with 5-3/8” 16 tooth carbide blade and rip fence can cut a 

“2x4” in a single pass. DW938 18V cordless reciprocating saw with keyless blade 

clamp allows for quick blade change without touching blade or reciprocating 

shaft. DW908 18V pivoting head flashlight which allows light to be projected in 

any direction. Two batteries included.

Briggs Stratton 2200 PSI Pressure Washer
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Item code Reward Credits
6451 5,700
 Manual two-player flippers for fast action fun! The awesome multi-colour lighted 
surface is activated when a goal is scored; built-in scoring system. Comes with four 
pucks and a carry bag. A voice message is triggered when the puck crosses the goal line

Size: 20” x 10.5” x 3.5” 
2 “C” batteries required (not included) 
Fun for ages 7+

Item code Reward Credits
BHJS 8,900
 Lightweight, ergonomic design, Target Strength Visual indicator, Battery Level indicator, 
Power/Sensitivity adjustment, Discriminate/Eliminator adjustment Includes professional 
features for juniors and eliminates iron and most unwanted items. The speaker sound 
increases as target gets closer. Uses 2 9V alkaline batteries. Includes 5 year warranty. 

Franklin Sports Light Em Up Air tech hockey

Bounty Hunter Junior Metal Detector

Item code Reward Credits
4155 9,900 
 Practice And Play Anywhere You Go! 
Take this fully functional electronic drum pad set everywhere you go! You can practice 
your skills or entertain your friends and family. With 32 drum tones, 30 rhythms, 20 drum  
combinations and 10 demo songs, you get the flexibility to create your own beats.

Equipped with drumsticks, built-in speaker, volume control, headphone output and adapter 
jack. So small and compact you can slip it in your desk drawer or take it with you in your 
purse, backpack or briefcase. Requires 4 AAA batteries (not included). 

Item code Reward Credits
14019 13,700  
 Features: 
•Size: 32” x 20” x 8” 
•Competition style foosball players 
•Fast action bushings 
•Sturdy table top design 
•Chrome plated 12mm player rods 

Item code Reward Credits
2090 13,800 

  Parents love our Flying Turtle because it’s one of the safest ride-ons around. It sits only 2” off the ground 
and has no sharp edges or spokes, making it a favorite in amusement parks and day care centers across the 
U.S.A. No motor, no batteries - it’s completely kid powered! Kids (ages 3-12, up to 130 pounds) sit in the 
middle of the seat, put their feet on the center bar, then grab hold and swing the handlebars from side to 
side to zip along any hard, smooth surface, indoors or out. 

Great for driveways, sidewalks, patios, decks, basements, kitchens, gym floors, playgrounds - just about 
any place except a carpeted floor. U.S.A. constructed using skateboard wheels and durable stainless steel 
moving parts. We let our ten-year-old girl and twelve-year-old boy test drive the Flying Turtle and we 
never heard such squeals of delight! 

Portable Electronic Drum Set

Franklin Sports Free Kick Table Top Foosball

Flying Turtle

Toys

•Manual slide scorers 
•End ball return 
•Includes 4 competition foosballs 
•Ages 7+
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Item code Reward Credits
18  15,500  

 The Radio Flyer Classic Red Wagon that has made Radio Flyer popular for over 70 
years. Classic, safe, and versatile this award winning wagon is a favorite for children 
and parents alike. The famous red all-steel body is seamless with no-scratch edges, 
so children will not scrape themselves. 

The no-pinch ball joint keeps little fingers safe. This wagon features a controlled 
turning radius which prevents tipping. The extra-long handle makes the wagon easy 
for pulling and will fold under the wagon for compact storage. Steel wheels and 
rubber tires can stand up to the toughest terrain, and give children a smooth ride. 

Radio Flyer Classic Red Wagon

Item code Reward Credits
433-9011 15,300  

 The whole family will enjoy the high-speed fun and fast action of Life-Like Road 
racing sets! The action starts with race ready Fast Tracker slot cars in each set. 
Each is carefully engineered and fully assembled to provide plenty of fun with 
outstanding performance, including Maximum Down force Control magnets that 
grab the track at speeds up to 1000 scale mph! Sets can be set up or taken apart 
quickly with our unique snap-together Dura-Loc(TM) track. Two detailed NASCAR 
champions, the DuPont #24 and the Lowe‘s #48, face a challenging skid track, 
crossovers and lightning fast straightaways. 

A dual lane lap counter determines who is the true NASCAR champion! Set 
includes one UL listed power pack, one printed power track with two trigger-
action controllers, one 9’ dual lap counter, one 15” skid track, two 9” cross tracks, 
16 9” radius curves, one 6” straight track, three 9” straight tracks, six bridges, 
16 guardrails, NASCAR flags and poles, tune-up kit and illustrated instructions. 
Lifetime Limited Warranty. Set-up size: 60 x 49”.

Life-Like Turbo Blaster Race Cars

Toys
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